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Let 1 br< n be integers and X a fzunily of subsets of an n-element set such that 1 G 
IHnfclGr holds for alI H,HkX FrankI and FWdi [3] proved that l%j~(n;f)+- - l +(y*) 
holds for n > lOOr*jlog r and this is best possible. In this paper it is proved by u@ng a new type 
of permutation method that the same holds for 6(r + 1)~ II ~j(r + l)*. 
One of the most well-known theorems in the theory of finite sets is the 
foIlowing: 
‘IM&~BB (Etdiis-Ko-Rado [ln. Let N be an n-eleonent set and X an intersecting 
Spenter family (i.e., HQ H” and IH n H’l B I for all H, H’ E %) such that IHI G k 
ford HdE’with k +n, then 1%16(k”I~). 
An extremaj system is the set of all k-element subsets of JV containing a given 
p EN. An important improvement of this thearem is the following: 
Theorem (Hilton-Milner [23. If X is a system of subsets of an n-element set N 
sqt@fying the conditions of the Erdiis-Ko-Rado theorem such that r\HEz= 8, then 
We say that a family of sets X satisfies the intersection (or r-intersection) 
condition if IHnHYl G I holds for all distinct H,H’ E ii% 
‘X?B~- (Frankl-Fiiredi [3& Let slie be an 1 intersecting family e3f subsets of LIII 
n-element set. Suppose that X satisfies the intersection condition (with a fixed r), 
then 
\%?ls(“o’)+* ’ q+(“,‘) (1) 
ho& if either 
(a) nG2r+2, or 
(I)) n > 100 tz/log t. 
*FrankI and FCredi conjectured that (1) hokls for all n. 
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We give a new pmf for case (a) and prove the following extension: 
lb4wam 22. If %? is a system of finit4t! sets satisfying the conditions of the 
then also 
WI qy) + . . . + (n;‘). 
Actually, we prove the following: 
r , _ 
S.2, Lit R be uti intetiecting ,Spmer family satisfying the intemxtim 
mtditim (dth smne r) s&h that for dl Hisle, \H\SIPr-2. 
If 
A similar theorem might be easily derived for n * 100 r2/bg I using the 
of [3]. _ , 
Provhg (2) for all n would give us a. very strong version of the ErdCs-Kc-Rado 
theorem. 
For large I the extremal families consist of all at most (t + &element subsets of 
the rt-&xnent set J containing a given p EN. 
But in case t = I,\ n = p2+ p + 1 (p prime) the projective planes of order p aire 
&x3 extremal familks &e [4& 
ND&&IL X+={(Ek%‘lI+&} where -E(>, C, =, S, a} and Sk denotes 
d_ - 
lkamm 2.1, Let % be cz maximal intersecting family satisfj$ng the intersection 
CO?lditicsn, then H E z,,;, m=H’c=N and IH’I= r+ 1 iwsply ICE x. . 
ham.& Let H’ 3 R =) ,‘1 mgf @I .= r, then 2” = {R}U Sre satisfies the intersection 
wndition end it is in1-g because H and wnsequently R intersect all the 
elements of x0 2 is maximaI F;O Rdt. Let-d={44jA&&‘~ AzR}. The sets 
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(A \R) are disjoint subQets of (.M\R) because of the intersection condition. Let 
car=~~)RcBc.N:JB)=~cd}thenI~I~lsal=n-r,andldl=Iselimplies1=~~. 
Let %‘= (#\d)U 3. 8’ is intersecting because R and consequently 43 E .B 
intasect all the elements of K On the other hand, if B E 9B, CE 8” and 
(BnC1*r+l, then CBB so by the definition of X we have B=C and %’ 
satisfies the intemection condition. I%‘1 a IX’1 for 8’ was extremal. Now we have 
~=S#Iand%=%‘soH’~X q 
csmztilr?y 22. If HE x,r+l then H has no proper subset in Sre. 
De&&n. We call HE% large if (HIamax{r+2, n-r}. 
lMMt&n. We obtain X” from 8’ by a change if there exists HE % such that 
~‘=(~\WkJW\W. 
C~dDary 2.3. Let X be an extremal system. Using a series of changes we might 
obtain unother extremal system %* from it such that %?* has no ku-ge elements. 
‘proof, Let HE Sre k large. By Corollaq r 2.2 (JV\H) intersects all the elements of 
X\(H). Since IX\HI 6 t holds, %‘= (%‘\{K))U{N\~ is an intersecting family 
satisfying the intersection condition. IX’1 = I%?1 consecluently %? is also extremal. 
But the number of large sets in 37’ is less than in %‘. U 
Rroof of Theorem 1.1, It is sufficient to prove IX*1 <(n&l) + l l l + (“F’) for the 
above 8’“. If jd$n, then by the Erdiis-KeRado tkorem we have l%‘T[ <(;I,‘). 
~=%$&+l because nc2t+2. Let r+laj>&z. If 
then we have at least one j-element set in sic”“, such that its complement is also in 
%‘*, a contradiction. Now the theorem follows by easy computation. 0 
2.1. The extremal systems 
Let r + 3 G n G 2r + 2. Let us suppose that X is an extremal system, that is 
\%!I = C,“) + l l l +(“i’) = \%*I. Z;‘: = (ng’) follows from the above proof and 
n - 1 > r -t 1. Denote by P the l-element member of X*. Since all members of %‘* 
meet P, % = (H I P c H, IHI s r + 1). The complements of the members of X” are 
disjoint to P, therefore P could be the only set obtained I-,v the last change. ?‘ke 
system before the change is 
~={HIPcH,2~(HJ~r+l~u{~\P). 
Let HI be the set obtained by the last change leading to 
In the proof of our main result we. u& the method of ‘cyclic permutations’ 
which appeared finst as a short pro@ Ff the &&is-Ko-Rado theorem (see [6B. 
, 
lfM&iaa Let us consider n e@dist*t points on a circle. By a c:yclic l~~~ac@- 
tsOn qr of the set N we me8I1 an arrangemint of its elemeits at the points, where 
two ;irraagements -resent the same permutation if we might obtain one from 
another by turning tjlle circle. 11-l denotes the permutation we obtain from w by 
*,zion, iYe., by reve@ng t&e order of *e elements in T. The set of all cyctic 
permutations of N t &enoted by C’. 
IDeh&m. By a k-blslck we me@. neighbouring points on the circle. In the 
case k <rt the mezaning of the no&n endpoints of a block is clear. We call the 
&&wise and cou.nter&x&wise directions nega&~ and &S&N? reqxctively. We 
d&e s&b&xks fmd positi~ or nega&z extrtzmle suh~locbcs in the natural way. 
D&Hon. LRt 13 be a block, A asubset of N, n a..d a permutations from C,, 
such that in w and a the eleme&s of A are inside 43. Let us suppose that the 
or&x of the elements of A and N\A is the same in w and a. We call the 
tninsformation whxh transforms ST to a a basic tiansfomatiun of the set A jnside 
the block B. 
bamm 3.L (i) EN! = (n - l)! 
(ii) If lq = &en &e~ are k?(n - k)! ehenti of C, in which H f&m a block. 
(iii) A point <f the circle is wnttzined in exactly k k-blocks. 
(iv) ok: J? be a b-block, ?r E C,, hh a subset of IV, such that the elements of A 
;fbnn a posithe xtreme szdddock of13 in n. ‘Ihe number of cyclic permutations we 
dailr from w king basic tiansfo~astions of A insde B i;s @. 
l%td&m. IFrom now on we supparse that for n = INI, 6(r + I) s n G $(r + 1)’ and X 
&notes z5n intersecting system aif subsets of N satisfying the intersection condition 
with the: constant t. Moreover9 jet _ 
&=(H 1 ME ix, r+lG/qG2r). 
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DcBnitkn. Let 7rEC,, HE @, IIfI = t. We call the pair (m, If) an CWC- 
represlentation if the elements of H form a block in TL We call the corresponding 
block in 7~ an N-urc, or a t-arc. t-s&arc is a block in of with a certain H E .&’ 
cont&ing the elements of N in the block. 
D&ition. The arc a is a negative neighbour of 6 if a contains the negative 
endpoint of 6. 
De&&ion. By a smull urc we mean an (r + l)- or (r + 2)-arc. 
Deiinmn. 7r ECN is empty if there 
permutations will be denoted by E. 
is no small arc in 7r. The set cf empty 
L~~IBMB 3.2. If T E CN \ E then there is a negative extreme small arc in m (hauing 
no negative neighbours among the small arcs). 
Proof. Let a be a small are. %’ is intersecting therefore all the cmall arcs in w 
contain one endpoint of a; consequently the small arcs cover a block which is not 
longer than 3r +4. Then u has a negative neighbour 6 among the small arcs for 
which 14 n 61 is minimum. This 6 is indeed a negative extreme sr~all ate, 11 
IMnition. The centre of m is the positive endpoint of the negative extreme small 
arc. We denote it by c(m). 
. 
Hh&&on. Let ?I E C,\E. Then by disturbing suburc we mean a proper (I’ + l)- 
subarc containing C(T). 
A disturbing subarc is a subset of a certain set HE &. 
No&ti~n. We denote the number of disturbing subarcs in T by d(m) and the 
number of (r + l)-arcs by f(w). 
Lenmm 3.3. f(v)+d(rr)sr+l. 
Proof. It is easy to see that all (r + l)-arcs contain C(T). On the other hand the 
disturbing subarcs contain c(w) by the definition. However, the number of 
(r-t- 1)-blocks containing C(V) is r + 1. 0 
Tk&&#~n. We call (n; EI) a typical arc-representation if the If-arc has a negative 
neighbour among the small arcs different from the PI-arc itself. 
Detidtbn. We call (T, H) a lonely arc-representation if there is no small arc in 7r 
other than the If-arc. 
XW&OIL The sets of typid, londy and negative arc-representations correspond- 
ing to (I + t+ &arcs are denoted by T#,, & and N$ respectively. I& denotes the 
&*& dl (r+lIC’*@;~;*ntat&s_ 4 ; j 1‘ ,:: > 1 -. 
.~ L 
Remmrk If (?r, H)e ‘r, then the H-arc ~ntains c(n). 
<. c ._ , , 
The H-arc has small negative neighbors with the negative extreme among 
them. 
Pm06 (i) is trivial, 
(ii) follows &om Le&.ma 3.1: 
To pr+we (iii) observe’ that ,(;ir, M) s Ni implies (6’, H) E Tk. Ll 
1111 this sect&n we present lemmas describing the relations between the numbers 
of empty permutations, certain arc&@esentat&s and distuzbing subarcs. 
De&Mon. Let (n-, H’)E T,, k 2 1. Let us cc&der the elements of the positive ex- 
treme k-subarc of the H-arc. There is a blcch; B of length tt - 3r - 3, such that the 
k negative extreme elements of B are the elements of the above k-subarc. Then 
the set of permutations with itisti&ng suban=s j?urn (rr, H) wnsists of the 
permutations obtained by basic transformations of the k elements inside B. We 
denote this set by G(v, Hj. 
LWIWL &I!!. Let (w, H’)E Tk, then (i) ]G(w, H)I = ~-~--3), and (ii) if c11 E G(?r, 29) 
t*heps c(a) = c(q). 
Roof. (i) follows from IAIIITUI 3.1. 
(ii) Since (7c, H) E Tk tlhe If-am has small negative neighbow. One of them is 
the negative extreme subar~ in ir; This& obti&s& in the complement of 43% (using 
the intersection condition); Thereforeit is a &Ml arc -ti dt too, as ~1 differs from = 
only in B. If a has another negative extreme small arc then jt must be in negative 
~direction 6f the one in & .O&“~dnrm by easy camputation (using ,thtit 2 ‘4s 
interse~:,ing) that this new extreme small arc is corr:.pletely in’ the complement of 
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B, which is untouched This contradiction proves that the negative extreme snadl 
arcs a identical in 71 and CU. (ii) is proved. D 
proof, If a E G(v, H’) then the negative extreme subarc of the H-arc in T is a 
disturbing subarc in CY as it follows from Lemma 4.1(G). In this way we associated 
a pair (a!, D) (a E CN, D is a dishubing subarc in a) with each element of G(m, H) 
for any (?t, H’)E ‘& (1 sk). We show now that all these associated pairs are 
different. That is, if (~ti, Q) is associated with an element of G(?r,, H’) (i = 1,2), 
then (aI, Q) = (az, &) can tmxr only in case (ml, If’) = (7rz, Hz) and we take the 
same element from G(ml, H’). Indeed, D1 = D2 implies IH1 nw1 s r + 1 and 
hence H1 = H2 follows by the intersection condition. Supposing H’ = E8$ a1 = a2 
implies that 7~ and m2 are equal in the untouched block N\B. Moreover, the 
order of the elements in the positive extreme k-subarcs of H (in ml and Q) are the 
same in (Y~ and a;, the basic transformations do not change this order, consequently 
rrl and 7r2 are equal in this part. The same can be said about the rest. If (TV, H*) = 
(7r2, H2), then it is trivial that the same element of G(ml, H1) is chosen. It follows 
that the number of pairs (a, D) is greater or equal to the sum C IG(m, H)I where 
(w, 23’) E Tk, k 3 1. This is expressed by the corollary. The proof is complete. El 
D&&ion. Let (T, El) E Lk. Let us consider the negative extreme k-subarc of the 
H-arc. Let its k elements be positive extreme elements of the block B, where 
‘IBI=[(n-3r-3)/3.5)-1ifk=2~dlB(= n-3r-3if3~k<r-l.Thepermuta- 
tions we obtain by basic transformations of the k-subarc inside B are called search 
pennut~fions of (n; H). 
De&i&n. We call (n; If) E &( k 2 r) a very ZoneZy arc-representation if its search 
permutations are empty. The set of these representations is denoted by Vk. 
n IEI~(Nrs-3r-3)/3.5]-1) Iv,l+ 3 (” -;-“) I&l. 
k=3 
tif. Let R(n-, H) denote the set of search permutations of (m, H). If a E 
R(w, If), (m, H) E: Vk then a is empty by definition. In this way we have associated 
a pair (a, D) (a E Clu, a is empty D is an (r + 1)-subarc in a) w&J each element of 
R(~F, m for any (n; H) E Vk, k ~3 2 (where D is the positive extreme (r + 1)-subarc 
of H in rr which is also a subarc ir We will show that all these associated pairs 
are different. That is, if (q, Q) is associated with an element of R(ni, H’) 
plloot, We define a mapping S+ \‘V+Ti Etnd show that an element of Tk 
cannot be an im4ge too &any: times. Let (ar, .&I) E,L, \ VT& There is at least one 
non-empty sear6 perr+&ion O;f *(7r, H), Choose one of thm, say (Y E R(7r, H). It 
[contains a sr&Al arc g. I&e po&ive extreme ir + !.)-aubarc of JT #I & is denoted by 
h.~gandharearcsin~.‘W~~~- ._. . w voll d&h- the following cases: 
Ch 1. g contaik thekegatike ndpoint of h. 
Case 2. gnh=fb. 
In the third p&ble case when g contains the positive Endpoint of h, g would 
be m the com$ementary block‘ of & (see the definition of lhe search permutation) 
so g would be an arc in n. This contradicts (q, pi) E Lk, k 32. We define the 
mapping S according to Cases 1 and 2. 
C&z 1. h, g\ h and the rest (denoted by m) divide the cycle ‘hto three blocks 
in a. The k elemen\‘s we rep4aced to obtain Q from m are either in g \ h or ia m 
At least me of “thim is k~ m,“,for (7r, &)E &. Now we perform another transfor- 
wtion to obtain #3 E C,. Collect the replaced elenxxrts in ‘IIC and move them in 
this LL-+~ until they form a negative extreme sub-block of nz. The replaced 
elements in g\ h are then moved, koepi ag their order to form the positive 
extreme subblock oE gv h. The elements of h sare .aot moved, the order of the 
other elements is not changed. It is easy to see that H forms a block in 0. 
Therefore we can de6ne S(n; H) as S(n; H) z= (6, H). g is an arc in @. It is a 
negative neighbur of fi Hence we obtain @, H)E Tk as de&,&d. 
On the other hand, p can be obtained Ammediately from 71 by a dimple 
t=Mormation. We move a neg&ve extreme subarc of H next to the other end of 
H (or h). Consequeantly f&;.-H) can l&i! obtained in this way a~ an image at most k 
di&zJrmt tirn&>; ’ ’ ’ J ” : j , * ‘~ , r, ,;; 
Cbe 3 Here the circle is divided into four4W&s denoted by h, ml, g9 waz resp. 
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in negative order. k elements were replaced by the search permutation forming (Y. 
At least one of them must be replaced into g. Let us move now the previously 
replaced elements keeping their order, to one of the ends of the blocks ml, g, m2. 
In g and ml we move them into a positive extreme subblock, while in ~72~ into a 
negative extreme subblock. We denote these new subblocks by al, b1 and b2 resp. 
This new cyclic permutation y is built up from the block:3 h, bl, m,-- bl, Q, 
g - ~1, m2 - b2, b2 in this order (wing the negative direction). 
Let @ consist of the same blocks but in a different order: h, bl, u, g - a, m2 - E12, 
m 1 - bl, b2. It is easy to see that there is an H-arc in /3 therefore we can define 
S(V, H) as S(n; H)= (& H). Moreover, g is an arc in @ and it is a negative 
neighbour of H. Hence we obtain (/3, H) E Tk as desired. What is the connection 
between rr ancl /3? Again we can obtain @ from 7~ using a relatively simple 
transformation: We move a negative extreme j-subarc (0 <j =G k - 1) of the H-arc 
next to the other end of h and a positive extreme t-subarc of the complement of 
the H-arc next to the above one. It is easy to see that 
l~t~ 
( 
[Y;;-q-3 if k=2, 
n-3Y-3-k: if ka3, 
follows from the definition of the search permutations. It follows that a given 
(& H) can occur at most 
2([n-;;-3]-3) (Ft=2), 
k(n-3r-3-k) (ka3) 
times as an image in Cse 2. Summarizing the two cases the statement of the 
lemma follows. q 
Lemma 5.1 
Our main purpose is to prove this lemma. 
Dehitbn. The loss is CaEcN (r t 1 - f(v)). We denote it by W. 
wroof~ tit (72, Hk &, then m$! E and f(n) = 0 by definition. If (q H,) and 
wrt(r+*)P,,+f(a-3r-3~l~~,~~l+~(~-3r-~~’3D51-1)~lv~l 
, ?a 
+(“-;-3) lH*\V:l . 
4(n-3r-3)/3.51 
. 
RUB&. ~yi,\L&G lTkl by Lemma 3.4. Combining this result with Lmma 4.4, 
we ohai~~ IH2\V2\~(~(n-3r-3)/3.5]-1) IT21 and 1Hk\&&(n-3r-3)k ITk] 
for 3sksr-1. 
If five substitute these inequalities into Corollary 5.3. we Iobtain the’result. 0 
I-f-llvkl+lY\vkl l IIl I PI 2k(n-3r-J)*2k(n$?ijT ; 
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hf. We use the condition 6( t + 1) 6 n g & + 1)2. 
(i) 6(r + 1) G n, consequently $( t + 1) s $( n - 3r - 3); 
1 t+l 
2k(n-3~-3)~n 
because (n-3r-3)~3(r+ 1) and 2k(r+ 1)3(r+ l)at(t+ 1)2~n. Now (i) follows. 
(ii) C! cmxse we only have to prove 
[(n-3t-3)/34-l r+l ( ) cY3) 2 n~q(n-3r-3)/3.5]* 
We know that [JC]~X - 1 and (r + 1) 2 30. Simple counting shows that 
[(n-3r-3)/3.5] 1 1 
(n-3r-3) 
~~-90>0.274, 
[(n - 3r-3)/3.5]- 1 1 2 
(n-3r-3) 
--->0.263 
‘3.5 89 
[(n-3r-3)/3.5]-2 1 3 
n 
y6-3,>o.126. . 
The product of the right-hand sides of these inequalities is greater than 
Now Lemma 5.5. follows. q 
FXOOIIL We only have to simplify Corollary 5.4. using the inequalities of Lemma 
5.5. q 
mf of Lemma 5.1. From Lemma 3.1. we know that 
I&l=@!r+l+kl (n-r-l)! (‘+I)! 
(r+2) ’ l ++l+k) 
(n-r-l)***(n--p-k)’ 
It follows from the definitions that (r + l)(mr - l)! a lHOj + We I low we have 
( ) y1 qtr+J+ w (n-r-l)! (r-+-l)! ’ 
w&h proves (i). 
6) 
. 
=k _ (~~:‘:)(~~~)(~=11_~~)(~)(1~~) 
%-I _ -6; 
; 
for 4gker-2. Here we have (1-(2r+2~/(nl--r-k)),~3 and, r-2~k. Then 
r*(k 4+2/k-l so (k-l)r*k2+l-aud.&:fo& ik-l)(;+l+k)sik’. Now 
(iij foA”xvs by easy computation. 
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and Lemma 5.7 gives us * * 1.25. 
This completes the proof of our main lemma. 0 
Ltimum 6.1. ~%',,~s(~:,)~(,:,) for nat+ 1. 
hf. It is trbial consequence of the intersection condition. Cl 
Lemma 6.2. If I%?zrr+ll~(n;l), then 
Proof. By Lemmas 5.1 and 6.1 we have 
IK+*l+ % 1% k=l r+l+kl+(,=,)/~~~)~(n~‘)zlac.,,l 
+ ‘C 1.25 (&+1+kl* 
k=l 
It follows that I%,,,( = 5&+“,)/(2,‘+i’) > (“;‘), and this inequality is equivalent to the 
statement of our lemma. Cl 
t 
(yrl) (yl)qy -‘)., 
r 
Proof. (i) (l+t/(n-t-r))S(l+(t-1-W). It is true for tS rs-f-r because 
+>3”._,Y c-&r7 P. 1’ l - L c-ii-f-r then (r- r - 1)/r ::e 2.5 but we know that 3.5 t < 2.5(n - r) 
which proves (i). 
(ii) From 2r< tc$(n-r) we have;: 
n-i n-r 
G- 2 - for isr. 
az-t-i n--r-t 2 
51/t<54![2r+l)0+1 and r+la30, so we have 
Using (ii) once and (i) several times obtain . 
which is equivalent to the lemma. c3 
Ibof. Lemmas 6.2 and 6.3 give us 
Sn . (“;‘)<~-~-2)<(“-;--2), 
(2r+ 1,(2,3 
consequently, 
and our lemma follows from the Hilton-Miber theorem. El 
Roof, (i) tit p&E& lHj=t~-t-2, then ((BIBEX,,+~ and &#‘]I~ 
(“;I)-(“7-‘) for the sets B\(p) have their ‘own’ t subsets intersecting H If 
t+2StG2r+l then 
n-l ( ) sn . r ( 1 ‘-&r+l)(y) clx+1’ 
a contradiction (see J_+emnia 6.3). 
(ii) Let 2 = mia(lq I pjii H)+(n A r). Then 
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But l%‘&n(“~‘)/t(‘;‘) which contradicts I%‘ar+lla(N~l) if t>2r+l. Such o dms 
not exist; the proof is complete. Cl 
RQOf Og TbeOm l.2. (a) Let us suppose Sre is an intersecting Sperner systt:m 
satisfying the interection condition. Let H be a minimal set in 8’ and IX\= 1:. If 
t 6 r then we apply the Spemer operation, i.e., we exchange the t-element :;ets of 
2 with all the (t + l)-element subsets of N containing a t-element set of BY. This 
way we obtain another family of subsets X’. It is a well-known property of the 
spemer operation that %’ is also an intersecting Spemer system and indeed/ X 
satisfies the intersection condition for t< r. Repeating the Spemer operatiorn we 
obtain a set system Z” such that \F\ 3 I Xl and %‘* = pa,+l. It s&ices to prove 
Theorem 1.2 for Sre*, i.e., in the proof we might suppose Sre = R&,+,. 
(b) Supposing I%\ 3 (” ; ‘) there exists p such that p E H if IHI G$( n - r) (see 
Lemma 6.5). Let us suppose we have H and H1 E X’ such that ~4 H and! p$ H1. 
Then \H,fTHlGr so IH1UHzj>2*S(n-r)-r=n-t3(3n-10r)>n=(NI, a c0n- 
tradiction. @nsequently, we have at most one HE f4% not containing p. 
(c) Let us consider the r-element subsets of H’\(p) covered by the sets 
G E %\{H& Such a G contains at least (‘Fi;‘) r-element sets and no two difFerent 
G and G’ sets can cover the same t-element set, because of the intersection 
condition. So if there is a lGl>-r+2 then IX\(H’)I+n;l)- Y which leads to 
contradiction with \Sre( B (“,‘). Moreover, IX’\(H)\ 2 (“;I) - 1; consequently %’ 
contains all but one r + 1 element subsets of N covering p. In case IHI s n - I - 2 
we have at least I + 2 of the considered sets in N\ H which contradicts the 
intersection condition. That means IHI = n - r - 1 for we supposed IHI s n - r - 1. 
So if IXI~(“;‘), then X={G I IGl = r+ 1, p E G} or one of these sets is mis!ing 
from Sre and we have HE X where H is the complementary set of the missing one. 
This gives us Theorem 1.2. The above X’s satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1.2, 
so we have two extremal systems. n 
Proof of Theo- 1.1. By Corollary 2.3 we might suppose that IHI s n - P- 1 lFor 
all He [kp Then using the Erdiis-Ko-Rado theorem for 1 <k g r and Theorem 
1.2 we have I%‘ls(“;l)+* l l + (“,I) as required. In the case of equality %’ has a 
one element member so if there are no large sets in 8’ then %?= 
WI I P E H IHI G t + 1). It follows as in Section 2.1, that we have only one more 
extremal system %‘={H(~EH, 2=4H~dr+l}U{N\p}. q 
Remark. The proofs in the last paragraph are based upon the ideas in [3]. 
The author wishes to thank P. Frankl, 2. Ftiredi and G. 0. H. Katona for their 
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